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Score: ________ of 110    Name __________________________________ 
 

Date _____________________________ 
 

Learn by Heart – The Sacrament of the Altar 

What is Sacrament of the Altar? ( _____ of 13) 

It is the t______________ b______________ and b______________ of our L______________ 

J_______________ C_______________ under the b_______________ and w_______________, 

instituted by C______________ H______________ for us C______________ to 

e______________ and to d______________. 

 

Where is this written? ( _____ of 37) 

The holy E______________ M______________ , M______________ , L______________, and 

St. P______________ write: Our Lord Jesus Christ, on the n______________ when He was 

b______________ , took b______________ , and when He had g______________ 

t______________ , He b______________ it and g______________ it to the d______________ 

and said: “T______________, e_______________ ; this is m_______________ 

b_______________ , which is g_______________ for y_______________ . This do in 

r_______________ of m_______________.” In the same way also He took the 

c_______________ after supper, and when He had g_______________ t_______________ , He 

gave it to them, saying, “D_______________ of it, all of you; this c_______________ is the 

n_______________ t_______________ in My b______________ , which is s_______________ 

for y_______________ for the f_______________ of s_______________. This do, as 
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o_______________ as you d_______________ it, in r_______________ of 

m_______________.” 

 

What is the benefit of this eating and drinking? ( _____ of 16) 

These words, “G_______________ and s_______________ for y_______________ for the 

f_______________ of s_______________,” show us that in the S_______________ 

f_______________ of s_______________, l_______________, and s_______________ are 

given us t_______________ these w_______________. For where there is f_______________ 

of s_______________, there is also l_______________ and s_______________. 

 

How can bodily eating and drinking do such great things? ( _____ of 19) 

Certainly not just e_______________ and d_______________ do these things, but the 

w_____________ written here: “G______________ and s______________ for 

y______________ for the f______________ of s______________.” These w______________, 

along with the b______________ e______________ and d______________, are the 

m______________ thing in the S______________. Whoever b______________ these 

w______________ has exactly what they s______________: “f______________ of 

s______________.” 
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Who receives this Sacrament worthily? ( _____ of 25) 

F_______________ and bodily p_______________ are certainly fine o_______________ 

t_______________. But that person is truly w_______________ and w_______________ 

p_______________ who has f_______________ in these w_______________: 

“G______________ and s_______________ for y_______________ for the f_______________ 

of s_______________.” But anyone who d______________ n______________ 

b______________ these w_____________ or d______________ them is u______________ and 

u______________, for the w_____________ “for y______________” require all 

h______________ to b______________. 


